
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-15: Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

1.  strongest   Who do you think is the strongest superhero?   

2.  brighter   The room is brighter now that we bought an extra lamp.   

3.  windiest   Wednesday was the windiest day of the week.            

4.  tougher   Marty tries to act tougher than his younger brother, Matt.        

5.  sleepiest   That is the sleepiest puppy I've ever seen!          

6.  calmer   The ocean waves look calmer today than they did yesterday.       

7.  youngest   John F. Kennedy was the youngest elected U.S. President at age forty-three. 

8.  fastest   Nevin is one of the fastest runners in her fourth grade class.           

9.  hungrier   Chad is always hungrier after he goes running than beforehand. 

10.  smoother   The presentation seemed to go smoother the second time around.         

11. colder   Usually the air will feel colder when you are near a body of water than otherwise. 

12.  loudest   The loudest species of monkey is the howler monkey.      

13.  silliest   Danny told the silliest joke he could think of. 

14.  highest   Who can throw the baseball the highest?

15.  happier   Aiysha couldn't imagine being happier than she was at this moment. 

16.  cleanest   Gordon's bedroom is the cleanest of any of his siblings.  

17.  heavier   That box was heavier than I thought it was going to be. 

18.  softer   Can you imagine anything softer than a kitten's fur?

19.  dirtier   Why do you think the river looks dirtier after it rains a lot?

20.  darker   Heather's hair is a darker shade of brown than her sister Olivia's. 

Review Words

21.  smiling  It took Ashley a while to get used to smiling with her new braces.        

22.  laughing  The comedian had the whole audience laughing.   

23.  controlled  Security officers controlled the crowds at the football stadium.             

Challenge Words

24.  friendliest  Mrs. Garrison is one of the friendliest school bus drivers I know. 

25.  scarier  “I wish the haunted house was scarier,” Gilmore said.    
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